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Abstract. This paper reports on the development of a toolkit that enables collecting 
dialog corpus for end-to-end goal-oriented dialog system training. The toolkit 
includes the neural network model that interactively learns to predict the next virtual 
assistant (VA) action from the conversation history. We start with exploring 
methods for VA dialog scenario learning from examples after we perform several 
experiments with the English DSTC dialog sets in order to find the optimal strategy 
for neural model training. The chosen algorithm is used for training the next action 
prediction model for the Latvian dialogs in the public transport inquiries domain 
collected using the platform. The accuracy for the English and the Latvian dialog 
models is similar – 0.84 and 0.86. This shows that the chosen method for neural 

network model training is language independent. 
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1. Introduction 

A lot of manual human effort still needs to be invested to develop virtual assistants that 

can help specialists in customer service. Organizations serving their clients have 

accumulated conversation archives in both text and audio format, yet only a small portion 

of that data can be used for VA training [1]. Today, VAs typically work according to 

dialog scenarios that are executed depending on the user’s intents and the data collected 
from the user. VAs analyze user input, determine user intent and entities, and perform 

dialog scenario steps. Currently, machine learning techniques are used to train the models 

for intent detection and entity recognition, but dialog scenarios are usually created 

manually. 

In this research, we explore the methods that will allow VA dialog scenarios to be 

learned from examples. There are several studies for English in this area, such as [2]-[8]. 
We aim to create the methods that are as much language-independent as possible so that 

they can be used for the Baltic as well as other languages. 

To gather the training data, we have created an environment for interactive dialog 

data collection. We employ the Wizard-of-Oz approach. At first, VA users communicate 

with a VA trainer (person pretending to be a VA), and we log these communications. VA 
trainer defines new VA actions and tries to reuse already defined actions as much as 

possible. Then we use the collected data to build a model that predicts the next VA action. 

The model then is used in the data collection process to predict VA actions in new dialogs, 
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where VA trainer either picks actions predicted by the model or creates new actions. We 

regularly retrain the model with the new data collected, thus model quality increases 

while we collect new data. 

2. VA Action Prediction Model 

There is no open-source dialog data available for Latvian. Instead, there are several 

valuable dialog corpora for English: 

� Cambridge Restaurant Corpus [6] was designed to assist the user to find a 

restaurant in the vicinity of Cambridge. The corpus includes 676 dialogs. 

� Stanford Driver's In-car Assistant Dialog Dataset [9] is a multi-domain corpus 

in three domains: calendar scheduling, weather information retrieval, and point-

of-interest navigation. The corpus contains 3,031 dialogs. 

� Ubuntu Dialog Corpus [10] contains 930,000 dialogs extracted from the Ubuntu 

chat logs in which support for various Ubuntu-related technical problems is 

provided. 

� JD Customer Service Corpus [11] includes online retailing customer service 

dialogs between customers and customer service staff on the web site JD.com. 

There are 415,000 dialogs for training, 1,500 dialogs for validation and 5,005 
dialogs for test. 

� DSTC2 and DSTC3 data sets were assembled for the Dialog State Tracking 

Challenge2, where participants developed state tracking algorithms using a 

labeled corpus of dialogs in the restaurant information domain. In total, there 

are 5,506 dialogs in both data sets. 

� MultiWOZ Corpus [12] contains 3,406 single domain and 7,032 multi-domain 

task-oriented dialogs collected through the crowd work using the Wizard of Oz 

method. 

To achieve the goals of our research, we started by building a VA action prediction 

model for English. We used English data to design and validate neural network models 

and to experiment with different training data encodings and model hyperparameters 
before we start collecting data for Latvian to avoid potential mistakes in the data 

collection process. 

 

2.1. Training Data 

For our experiments, we used DSTC2 and DSTC3 dialog sets. We transformed the data 

to fit the needs of our task – prediction of the next VA action. Each dialog has dictionary 
type records representing a single turn in a dialog. The dialog consists of several turns. 

Each turn has the following information: 

� actor: ‘VA’ or ‘user’; 

� utterance: VA or user utterance; 

� entities: key/value pairs representing entities and their values; 
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� intents: an array with one or several intents (only for the user’s turns); 

� action: an action of VA (only for VA turns). 

There are two types of actions that the VA can perform. One that returns a textual 

response, another one that performs some function potentially involving outside sources 

– checking availability or inquiring about something, making calculations, and setting 
variables. 

2.2. The Architecture of the Neural Network Model 

We train the neural network model that predicts the next VA action when given the 

previous conversation history. We use the LSTM recurrent neural network architecture 

for this task (see Figure 1). We use a single layer of 100 LSTM cells. To avoid overfitting, 

we introduce a Dropout Layer with a dropout rate of 0.5 after the LSTM layer. We use 
softmax activation in the Dense Layer, categorical cross-entropy function for loss 

calculation, and Adam optimizer [13]. 
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Dropout 
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Figure 1. Layers of the neural network model 

2.3. Training Settings 

We performed nine experiments with different embeddings for utterance encoding and 

different ways how we encode the entities (see Table 1). The test accuracy is calculated 

using 10-fold cross-validation. 

We evaluated two variants of representing the user input: 

� One-hot vector of intents in experiments 4 and 9;  

� Sentence embeddings in experiments 1-3 and 5-8. 

In experiments 1, 5, and 8, we used pre-trained fastText embeddings [14] trained on 

Wikipedia, whereas in experiments 2, 6, and 7, we used a variation of fastText algorithm 

[15]. In experiment 3, we used uncased BERT-Base model [16], but as it required more 

computing resources and did not show better results compared to models with fastText 
embeddings, we did not use it in further experiments. 

 

Table 1. Results of different neural network models 

Nr Vectorization Dimensions Entities Test 
accuracy 

1 wiki.en.bin 300 194 0.8395 
2 news.wiki.en.bin 300 194 0.8303 
3 BERT-Base 768 194 0.8209 
4 Intents 42 194 0.8360 
5 wiki.en.bin 300 20 0.8191 
6 news.wiki.en.bin 300 249 0.8291 
7 news.wiki.en.bin 300 498 0.8388 
8 wiki.en.bin 300 498 0.8398 
9 Intents 42 498 0.8443 
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We also evaluated several variants of encoding the entities and their values: 

� We made a distinction between entities and their values that are provided by the 

user and entities that are provided by the VA in experiments 1-4; 

� We used the same set of entities for the user and the VA in experiment 6; 

� We used only entity types set by the user ignoring entity values in experiment 
5; 

� In experiments 7-9, we used not only entities that have been set in the last turn 

of a dialog, but also entities set in the previous turns. 

The best results are obtained by including entities from previous turns in the current 

turn’s input, though the results of experiments 8 and 1 are not significantly different.  

3. Interactive Dialog Data Collection Environment 

We have designed a platform for dialog data collection. It has two parts – the VA trainer 

environment and the environment for user-bot communication. Both the VA trainer and 

the VA user client-side environment interfaces are developed using TypeScript based 

JavaScript framework Angular 83. The server-side solution uses the .NET Core 3.1 

framework4. Interaction between the parts of the developed platform is provided with the 

SignalR asynchronous Data Processing Library5. Dialogs collected using the platform 
are stored in the SQL Server database. 

 

 

Figure 2. VA trainer environment 

The user environment has a chat window where a user can see all previous turns of 

a dialog and type in an utterance. 

The VA trainer environment has three panels. 

� On the left, turns of a current dialog are displayed. 
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� In the middle, the VA couch can start a new dialog, save or discard a previous 

dialog, create new actions, and send a response to a user. At first, the action list 

is populated manually and all actions in the list have equal confidence index 0. 

After collecting an initial set of dialogs, we train a neural model for next action 

prediction. In further work, the model returns the list of most probable actions 

based on the previous conversation history. Actions are sorted by confidence 
index in descending order. The actions that are most appropriate for context are 

at the top of the list. 

� On the right, the VA couch can define new entities or variables and see their 

values assigned in a process of conversation. 

We use two types of actions. Text actions return a simple textual answer, for 
example, greet the user or express gratitude. Calculation actions receive variable values 

in the input and set one or more variable values in the output. In the future, calculation 

actions will be performed by external services. At this time, the values of entities and 

variables are set manually by the VA trainer. Examples of calculation actions are 

determining current time, checking the availability of some product or service, and 

calculating the total price of something. 

4. First Experiments with Latvian Dialogs 

We have started collecting dialogs for Latvian using the developed tools. Our chosen 

domain is transport inquiries. For now, we have collected 160 dialogs in this domain. 

The set of entities for the transport inquiries domain includes from/to location, transport 

type, route, date and time, journey length, and timetable, 23 entities in total. We have 

defined 29 textual actions and 14 calculation actions. 

4.1. Data Collection Process 

We can distinguish three steps in dialog data collection in transport inquiries domain: 

� Learning what type of information is available on the public transport web page, 

defining types of entities and variables, and the initial set of actions to cover the 

domain. 

� For collecting an initial set of dialogs, the VA couch played both roles – bot’s 

and user’s. In this process, the actions and entities were refined in order to 

improve conversation flow. 

� The neural model for the next action prediction was trained and included in a 

workflow. Dialogs were performed between the VA trainer and different 

conversational partners. 

Similar steps can be employed for dialog collection in any new domain. 

4.2. Processing Some More Sophisticated User Utterances 

In a conversation related to transport inquiries, a user may be free to ask about the 

timetables and routes of public transport. An “easy-to-understand” statement with all the 

input data required is the one containing the transport number, its type, and the stops 
from/to. The system does not need to ask additional questions to achieve the goal as, for 
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example, in the statement ‘What time is the 7th tram from the Ausekļa street to the 

National theater?’. More problematic are the statements with incomplete information: 

� missing information about the start or destination stop; 

� a route that involves a change of transport for one or several times; 

� instead of a stop name, the user refers to an object or place name used in 
colloquial speech; 

� the user specifies uncertain time value that needs additional calculation, for 

example, ‘late in the evening’, ‘next Monday’, ‘as early as possible’.  

4.3. Training Next Action Prediction Model in Transport Inquiries Domain 

The next action prediction model’s architecture for dialogs in Latvian is similar to the 

one used in experiments with the English data. We use the fastText embedding module 
that is trained on Latvian Wikipedia texts. The maximal number of epochs is 100 with 

early stopping if accuracy does not improve more than by 0.0001 for three subsequent 

epochs. The structure of each record in training data representing each turn in a 

conversation is the following: 

� 41 positions are allocated for the one-hot vector representing actions. Only one 

position in every record has value ‘1’ as there is a single action per turn. For the 
turns made by a user, the action is always the same meaning, i.e. ‘the user has 

the word’; 

� 2 positions are reserved for the role of an actor – ‘user’ or VA; 

� 66 positions are reserved for entity types. Both conversation partners can set 

none to several entities in their turns. Entity values are not used for training; 

� 66 positions are reserved for entity types set in all previous dialog turns; 

� 300 positions take the embedding vector. If a turn is made by a user it is the 

user’s utterance’s embedding vector. If it is VA’s turn, all positions have value 

‘0’. 

Table 2. Results of 10-fold cross-validation 

Nr Number of dialogs Average 
accuracy 

Standard 
deviation 

1 33 0.8576 0.0582 

2 52 0.8415 0.0469 
3 68 0.8536 0.061 
4 82 0.8712 0.0617 
5 97 0.8919 0.0351 
6 122 0.8492 0.0378 
7 128 0.8468 0.0309 
8 160 0.8617 0.0231 

 

We have trained the model several times by increasing the number of dialogs in 
training data. The first set of dialogs contains conversations where the bot trainer played 

both roles (in 48.75 % of collected dialogs) until the set of actions and entities was 

adjusted for the domain. Further conversations are between the bot trainer and different 

users (51.25 % of collected dialogs). 

The models are tested using 10-fold cross-validation. See Table 2 for the average 

accuracy and standard deviation (among 10 folds) of each model. 
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The average accuracy for the neural model trained with collected data is 0.86 with 

the Standard deviation 0.0231. These results are close to those we obtained in 

experiments with DSTC data.  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we described experiments with different training data encodings to train 

the next dialog action prediction model with higher accuracy. To choose the architecture 
of the model, the experiments were conducted with the corpus of DSTC dialogs available 

in English. A variety of sentence embedding algorithms and a different type of entity 

representation were tested. For further experiments, the architecture of the recurrent 

neural network with LSTM cells was selected. The training data contains information 

about sentence embedding, the entities used in a dialog turn, and the history of the entities 
set in the previous turns of a dialog. As the embedding vector is created for a whole 

sentence, the effectiveness of the chosen method does not depend on the length of each 

sentence. 

The selected architecture was used to train the next dialog action prediction model 

using Latvian dialog data. The results are similar. The accuracy for the DSTC model is 

0.84, and for the Latvian data, it is 0.86. This verifies that the method is language 
independent. There are only 160 dialogs in the Latvian dialog set, whereas there are 

approximately 5,500 in the DSTC corpus. DSTC dialogs are very similar – the user has 

to choose the type of food, restaurant location, price category, and a few more parameters. 

It can be concluded that it is not necessary to have such a large number of similar dialogs 

for training. 
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